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In 1945 when the atomic bombs were dropped in WWII, our Ã¢â‚¬Å“protectorsÃ¢â‚¬Â• and

Ã¢â‚¬Å“watchersÃ¢â‚¬Â• in outer space saw that Earth was on a collision course with disaster.

The prime directive of non-interference prevented them from taking any action, but then they came

up with a brilliant plan to save Earth and assist her in her ascension. They couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

interfere from the Ã¢â‚¬Å“outside,Ã¢â‚¬Â• but maybe they could influence from the

Ã¢â‚¬Å“inside.Ã¢â‚¬Â• So the call went out for volunteers to come and help. Ã¢â‚¬Å“Earth is in

trouble Ã¢â‚¬â€œ who wants to volunteer?Ã¢â‚¬Â•The native souls living on Earth were too caught

up on the wheel of karma. The only hope was to ask for pure souls to come who had never been

trapped on the karmic cycle.Dolores in her hypnosis work has discovered three waves of these

volunteers. Some have come direct from the Ã¢â‚¬Å“SourceÃ¢â‚¬Â• and have never lived in any

type of physical body before. Others have lived as space beings on other planets or other

dimensions. Because all memory is erased upon entry to the Earth dimension, they do not

remember their assignment. Thus these beautiful souls have a difficult time adjusting to our chaotic

world. These souls have a vital role to play as they help all of the rest of us ascend to the New

Earth.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Characteristics of the Three Waves of VolunteersÃ¢â‚¬Â¢The Difficulties being

Experienced by First-TimersÃ¢â‚¬Â¢How the Shift is affecting the Physical BodyÃ¢â‚¬Â¢The

Roles of ETs and Light Beings in the ShiftÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Keepers of the GridÃ¢â‚¬Â¢The Separation of

the Old and New EarthÃ¢â‚¬Â¢What is the New Earth?Ã¢â‚¬Â¢What is the Significance of 2012?
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I think I preferred reading The Custodians as The Three Waves gets a little redundant, but so far

what I've read confirms something I've felt for a long time now but was lacking the proper context. I

find this book extremely relevant for what's going on today. I have not read the last few chapters so

when I do I'll update.Edit: Finished the book with the exception of reading like 4 peoples accounts,

so like a few pages here and there but over all a great book where I found some of the accounts to

mirror my experiences giving me more pieces to fit to this curious puzzle. I'm aware that some

criticize Dolores for being too blinded by the light so to speak, glossing over that some of these

beings may have a darker agenda but I went in with my heart open rather than my eyes whilst

reading and much of it resonates. I like the energy of the book and ended it feeling hopeful,

empowered and even proud.

The Three Waves by Dolores Cannon is more of her amazing work in hypnotherapy where she

works with ordinary people to discover out of the world information. Continuing her work that has

built on past life regressions, Cannon has with her last four books, given us glimpses into the future.

Using her own special technique of working directly with her subjects' subconscious, Cannon has

learned of the nature of both our present and our future. What does the date of 2012 mean? Why

are birds falling from the sky? Why are fish washing up onto our shores all over the world?Cannon

answers these questions and much more by asking her subjects' subconscious, the part of all us

that is connected to the divine. Carl Jung called it the collective unconscious, while Edgar Cayce

tapped into it to cure people of their illnesses and disease, while giving us a look into our past.The

Three Waves is about the waves of volunteers who've come to Earth during this critical stage of our

development. Because of the non-interference directive that our elder brothers adhere to, beings

from other worlds can't just land their space ships and give us the cure to all our ills. First of all, we

wouldn't learn anything if they did, and secondly, they would be setting themselves up to be our

gods, something that hasn't worked out well in the past.In order to get around the prime directive,

and yes, Star Trek was right, our alien cousins have sent out a call to any souls willing to be



reincarnated here on Earth as this time in order to help us raise our collective vibrations. Many

answered the call starting with the large group that we call the `Baby Boomers'. Next came many of

those in their twenties and thirties, as the second wave, and now the children, higher vibrating souls

who came out of love to help us.Earth herself is going to be raising her vibration up to the fifth

dimension. We have gone from a Schuman resonance of 7.8 up to what it is now at, 12. This higher

vibratory level causes a `shaking loose' of what is old, negative and no longer needed. People are

having old issues come to haunt them, where they are given the soul choice of either forgiving and

transmuting their problems, or hanging to them to the point of even acting them out. As a result we

see more people who seem to be `breaking apart' on a deep level and either changing their lives for

the better, or succumbing to their fears. The nightly news if full of examples of people who couldn't

handle whatever issues they have had buried, causing them to lash out in an uncontrollable

rage.Reading The Three Waves gives both a clue as to why our world seems to be going so crazy,

and hope for the future. As the collective unconsciousness' all say, it's simply about choice. Every

second of our lives were asked to choose between going towards the light, or the darkness, and in

our choosing we create our future. The world will be divided, and a new world, just as the Bible

says, populated with those who choose a new and better way of being. Those who choose to

continue our broken way of being, where children starve and the rich rule, and the Earth is only

there to exploit, will be given the world that they have created. What could be more fair?

Very interesting, but somewhat repetitive. Wish this was for everyone to experience but our free will

wins out. I am about to finish it and it has held my interest even though some things didn't quite

make sense. The actions of the volunteers is so secretive to everyone, I say let it out to the public

and the world. I will read it again, I'm sure, and will probably get more out of it the 2nd time. I usually

do.

Another dynamic book, that lets you understand deeply why the need to for Volunteers NowI

strongly recommend this book for everyone truly wanting change

This book was mind boggling but it was surely much of the truth I have been searching for. So much

content, simply amazing work Dolores has contributed to the world

Loved this book it really got me thinking in a positive direction. I would definitely recommend this

book it's a good read.



The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth by Delores Cannon is unlike any book I have

read previously. I have read a lot of books which would be considered by most to be bizarre and

unusual, but this one has some new ideas for me. The statement that there are ET's that are not

only in charge of helping various planets survive, but also to evolve, I found very interesting. In order

to really follow the ideas in "The Three Waves of Volunteers", one should be familiar with UFO's,

reincarnation, the idea of consciousness and being as the stuff the universe is made of, and have

an open mind to other dimensions, forms of life and ALL possibilities of existence. It is a lot to take

in and put together.The means for the author's study into these areas is through hypnosis,

particularly with those who seem to have some memory or worry about an experience that they are

unable to explain. The sessions are often recorded in the book just as they occurred during the

session. A question by the author followed by an answer from the hypnotized subject or from

Consciousness itself. This makes the reading difficult for those of us who are used to a story line or

a narrative description. I found it hard to read for any extended period of time due to the flurry of

new ideas and the writing format. This is not an easy read or for one who dismisses anything that is

a bit unusual or different. I did enjoy the excursion through these new ideas, and the thoughts that

have occurred by being open to new things. It does make a person think about what might be "out

there" and how we are being affected during our short visit to this physical world.
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